About the Cornerstone™ Classic
By Origin™ Laser Tools
The Cornerstone™ is a laser tool that projects precision XYZ reference planes to simplify common
building layout tasks of the construction professional. Besides generating plumb-level-square
references, the Cornerstone™ Classic can also be used for grading applications (up to 8.5%) in two axes.
If you could invest in just one laser tool, this is the one you want.
Unlike other laser tools, which may provide a level plane, or several reference dots, or even short lines,
the Cornerstone™ provides the benefits of all of these… and more, in a compact and rugged device, built
to stand the tests of time.
Made in America, the Cornerstone™ was designed with an unflinching craftsman’s attitude. Origin Laser
Tools uses high-speed precision CNC-machining methods to carve monolithic components from
aerospace materials, creating the strongest and most stable structures possible. Ultra-precise diamondturning lathes cut each of the aspheric optics from raw materials so they will form the brightest and
most distinct laser lines. The high-stability “kinematic” laser alignment can be recalibrated when, years
from now, the lasers burn out and need to be replaced.
Most of the structural components of the Cornerstone™ Classic are hewn from 7075 aircraft aluminum,
solid brass, and hardened surgical stainless steel. The aluminum is hard-coated with a ceramic anodize
finish - almost as tough as diamonds - that will not degrade in the sun. The Cornerstone™ is powered by
rechargeable lithium-ion batteries to maximize “up time” while keeping the tool to a compact 3.5
pounds.
The distinctive grips of the Cornerstone™ Classic are the company’s tip-of-the-hat to the craftsman. The
grips are made from your choice of exotic hardwoods, and can be optionally “hand-checkered” (the
diamond-shaped pattern on a pistol grip) by one of our own Santa Cruz craftsmen.
Each and every component was designed so that it could be replaced if ever necessary. However,
Origin™ Laser Tools is so confident about the durability of the Cornerstone™ that every tool comes with
a 25-year warranty on all structural components. “This is our approach to sustainability”, says Origin™
CEO Tim Litvin. “Instead of making disposable consumer products from recycled materials, we do it right
the first time and build tools that will last”.

